
The officers of the Mothers Club have for the second year agreed to facilitate the
online book sale/exchange for Marmion textbooks. It is a way for you to find Marmion
students who are interested in purchasing used books. It will operate through the
EDLINE website. Specific directions, guidelines and the list of textbooks being used
in 2008-2009 can be found under the contents tab in the used book exchange section of
EDLINE. After logging onto EDLINE just click the Used Book Exchange listing under My
Other Groups to access the book exchange page. The directions and guidelines will
also be sent home with reports cards in June.

The way the program works is this:

1.Students/parents place an ad on EDLINE listing books they are interested in
selling.
2.Students/parents who want to purchase used books can scan the ads and find books
they want to buy.
3. The buyer contacts the seller and arranges a time and place to finalize the sale.
4. It is like using the want ads, there is no physical sale at Marmion

It is as simple as that! There are a few guidelines that we need to make this all
work so if you are interested in using this service please take a few minutes to read
the following information.

Sellers:
*Once you post an ad, it will go to the Book Sale Facilitators before it is posted
for all to see.
*All ads will be screened by Book Sale Facilitators. We will be looking for complete
information (price, ISBN #, a way to contact you)
*Once the ad is screened one of two things will happen:
1. It will be returned to you for editing
2. It will be posted
*Please keep your ad simple. You may include a comment about the condition of the
book, but comments about the class are not appropriate and will be deleted from your
ad. There is a sample ad posted on EDLINE that you can use as a guide. You should
include your town in the listing. Since you will have to arrange the delivery of the
books your location maybe important to the buyer.
*We are only selling books, not note books, workbooks, old tests, or handouts. If
your book came with a CD, please note whether you have the CD to include with it. If
you don’t have the CD that doesn’t mean you cannot sell the book, you just might not
be able to ask as much as if you had the CD to include. CD’s should not be sold
individually.
*Please carefully check your ad to make sure the ISBN number is correct.

Buyers:
*Book Sale Facilitators do not physically see any of the books. They only screen ads.
Once you arrange a sale, make sure the book meets your expectations before you
exchange money.
*Chose your purchases carefully. It will be up to the seller whether they will take a
book back if you change your mind about a book you buy because your class schedule
changes. (For example don’t buy a book for an elective until you know you have been
assigned to that class.)

We are excited about offering this service to Marmion Parents/Students. Historically
the role of Mothers Club has been to provide hospitality to the Marmion Community. We
wish to continue this role and see the online book exchange as a way to serve the
Marmion community without asking parents to give more of their valuable time to
organize a more labor intensive onsite sale.

Have a good summer,

Maureen & Mark McDonnell


